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Taylor's fears In the Story, The Bean Trees, by Barbara Kingslover we see a character named Taylor overcome several
fears that she has. Taylor Greer, a.

All but two chapters of the novel are written in the first person, revealing the thoughts and feelings of the
feisty protagonist, Taylor Greer. Eventually, the secure environment and the love that Taylor gives to Turtle
pay off, and Turtle begins to speak. The best part about the book was the dialogue. Taylor's father ran off
when her mother, against his wishes, got pregnant. Well, I've known people like that. After high school, she
works some five years in a clinic until she gets a stake for a car; then a glimpse of the cruel, stupid family life
of a high school acquaintance propels her away. For Kingsolver, names can signify the origin of a character:
this is certainly the case for Taylor, whose birth name, Marietta, is the name of the place where she was
conceived, but it also is the case for Esperanza and Estevan, whose Mayan birth names signified their heritage
in rural Guatemala. Unwilling to give up, Taylor asks Estevan and Esperanza for their help. Essays may be
lightly modified for readability or to protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit essay examples
prior to publication. This move is completely indicative of her character. She finds more in common with
Estevan, Esperanza, and Lou Ann Ruiz--her roommate--than she does with the other local folks she meets in
town. Taylor becomes too perfect, too right. However, Kingsolver bolsters the theme of outsiders and
foreigners through a treatment of these characters as outsiders in terms of beliefs and attitudes as well as
through geography. Taylor comes by Turtle in this manner: After she leaves the bar in Oklahoma, an Indian
woman places the infant in her care and is gone, untraceably, before Taylor can react. The Bean Trees is filled
with rich sentiments that call for an open mind and are impossible to ignore if you want to experience and
enjoy the book to its fullest. Looking for a place to live, taylor responds to an ad in a newspaper and rents a
room from Lou Ann Ruiz. I slid the bottle back and hit his beer mug dead center, although it did not spill.
They're not intended to be submitted as your own work, so we don't waste time removing every error. Taylor
is in Oklahoma because she's part Cherokee and, according to her mother, has "head rights" in the Cherokee
Nation. The Taylor we have met so far would know very well that she was doing a brave thing. This, for
example, from page "Her old hand pawed the air for a few seconds before Ivy silently caught it and corralled it
in the heavy black sleeve. Taylor adopts Turtle and then takes Estevan and Esperanza to the safe house.


